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The Gift of the Magi Jun 19 2021 A husband and wife sacrifice treasured possessions in order to buy each other Christmas presents.
The Gift of Christmas Oct 04 2022 Once, in Bethlehem, a special gift was given. Share the story at the heart of Christmas in this beautifully illustrated retelling - the story of Mary and Joseph, shepherds and angels, wise men following
a star, a humble stable, and a special newborn baby cradled in a manger.
The Gift of the Magi and Other Short Stories Apr 29 2022 Presents sixteen short fiction stories by nineteenth-century American author O. Henry, including the title work about the Christmas sacrifices of a young married couple.
The Gift Of Therapy (Revised And Updated Edition) Jun 27 2019 THE GIFT OF THERAPY is the culmination of master psychiatrist Dr Irvin Yalom's thirty-five years' work as a therapist, illustrating through real case studies how
patients and therapists alike can get the most out of therapy. Presented as eighty-five 'tips' for 'beginner therapists', Yalom shares his own fresh approach and the insights he has gained while treating his patients. Personal, and
sometimes provocative, Yalom makes some unorthodox suggestions, including: Let the patient matter to you; Acknowledge your errors; Create a new therapy for each patient; Make home visits; (Almost) never make decisions for a
patient; and Freud was not always wrong. This is an entertaining, informative and insightful read for both beginners and more experienced therapists, patients, students and everyone with an interest in the subject.
Report of the Board of Park Commissioners of the City of Springfield, Mass Dec 02 2019
The Gifts of Christmas Apr 05 2020 Each chapter tells us of one of the gifts of true Christmas, how the customs we follow remind us of an important reason for Christmas, and suggesting new ways to keep Christmas.
The Gift of Memoir Jan 15 2021 The Gift of Memoir is a wonderful guide for Memoir Writing. I especially appreciate how Taylor examines the memoirs of historic, well-known or highly-controversial people for examples of good
craft and content, and to illustrate the many quirks and magnificence of the human journey.” –Pegi Eyers, author of Ancient Spirit Rising “Every writer can benefit from reading Diane Taylor’s wonderfully clear, down-to-earth,
practical, and inspiring book. But for the memoirist, in particular, Taylor’s expertise is invaluable.” –Philip Marchand, National Post columnist and author of Ghost Empire: How the French Almost Conquered North America The Gift
of Memoir is Diane Taylor's gift to writers of every kind, but especially those with a personal or family story to tell. In words that are themselves a stellar example of literary craftsmanship, Taylor shows writers how to show up, open
up, and write. She shares moving stories from her own adventurous life. Her short chapters, full of practical advice and inspiring examples, cover such topics as: Establishing a writing ritual Why write memoir? Joining a writing
community for diversity and connection Telling the truth when you aren’t sure Journaling to unlock the soul How to approach traumatic events Four strategies to retrieve memories The ingredients of a good anecdote The several
senses, not just five, for vivid writing How to choose a form that fits your writing The revision process
The Gift of a Legacy Jul 29 2019 Sally Mae Anderson touched many lives as Theodore Hamilton's assistant in The Ultimate Gift. When her great-grandson inherits her bed-and-breakfast, he wonders how he will ever fulfill her legacy.
The Gift of the Wise Men Aug 02 2022
The Gift of Joy Apr 17 2021 Life is full of joy when it's least expected in this sweet Amish romance from the author of The Gift of Hope. Joshua Kanagy’s older brother has left the family gift shop business, which is wonderful gute
for Aaron, but not for Joshua. Horses are his talent—raising and training them. But how can Joshua step away from the shop when his parents have already had to give up the dream of leaving their legacy to all three of their sons?
Enter Joy Yoder, a determined, if sometimes misguided, helper who always manages to drag Joshua into her schemes and promises. Only now her focus turns to finding a solution to his problem, partly to distract from her own. Her
mamm has her heart set on Joy marrying the minister’s son, and she’s not sure she wants to. Joy gets the grand idea to propose to Joshua, offering a partnership of convenience rather than love. But as the wedding approaches, Joy
starts to develop feelings for Joshua. Is it possible Gotte’s plan for Joy includes faith, friendship, and love?
The Gift of Pain Jul 21 2021 Thought-provoking and inspirational personal stories from noted artists, healers, thinkers, and peacemakers explain how moments of suffering and challenge became an opportunity for spiritual growth and
renewal, with contributions from Deepak Chopra, Martin Sheen, Isabel Allende, Rigoberta Menchu Tum, Iyanla Vanzant, Joan Borysenko, Dick Gregory, and others. Original.
The Gift of the Magi May 07 2020 Want to curl up next to the fire with a good Christmas book? "The Gift of the Magi" is a short story, written by O. Henry and published in 1905. The heartwarming story tells the tale of a young
husband and wife who struggle with buying secret Christmas gifts for one other with very little money. This sentimental story contains a moral lesson about gift-giving. The plot twist and ironic conclusion reminds the couple that their
love is priceless, no matter the season. The priceless gifts of love in this story mirror the biblical gifts from the Magi, or the wisemen, that represent the true reason for the season of Christmas. This beautiful reprint of the original story
is unedited and unabridged, preserving the original novella for your reading pleasure. It makes a wonderful gift for book lovers or a perfect stocking stuffer for Christmas. Enjoy! Excerpt: "She found it at last. It surely had been made
for Jim and no one else. There was no other like it in any of the stores, and she had turned all of them inside out. It was a platinum fob chain simple and chaste in design, properly proclaiming its value by substance alone and not by
meretricious ornamentation-as all good things should do. It was even worthy of The Watch. As soon as she saw it she knew that it must be Jim's. It was like him. Quietness and value-the description applied to both. Twenty-one dollars
they took from her for it, and she hurried home with the 87 cents." Features: Original 1905 Text Classic Christmas Short Story Dimensions: 5x8 inches Matte Cover
The Gift of the Sun Oct 12 2020 Tired of milking when he would rather bask in the sun, Thulani sells the cow and begins a series of exchanges that results in a sunflower crop and prosperity.
A Gift of Love Mar 05 2020 Like two chips in a cookie, Linda and Ed Sclier were rolling happily along in their marriage-only to have everything come undone when Ed was diagnosed with cancer. Less than a year later, he died,
turning Linda's world upside down. In A Gift of Love, she narrates her grief journey, shares the highlights of the wonderful man she fell in love with and married, describes the love they shared, and tells about the woman she has
become since her soul mate died. While tracing a golden thread of treasured memories, A Gift of Love shares the struggles of a dying man, his untimely death, and his widow's deepest sorrows. Telling the story of their lives and her
sorrow with grace and honesty, Linda gives a step-by-step accounting of love, loss, and the celebration of her soul mate's end, while marking her new beginning. More than fulfilling the promise she made to her husband on his
deathbed to write his story, this memoir teaches life's valuable lesson: when you lose a spouse, life goes on-and love does live forever. Most of all, it acts as a reminder that though life can change suddenly, each one of us possesses the
power to decide to accept the unthinkable.
Gift of the Grape; Sep 03 2022 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America,
and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original
graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The Healing Gifts of the Spirit Oct 24 2021 This practical guide to spiritual healing blends insightful spiritual reflection and the wisdom of hard-won experience in a reliable and inspiring handbook for developing our innate capacity
for richer living and richer giving through the healing gifts of the Spirit. Many years ago, Agnes Sanford was cured of acute depression by a minister who believed in the healing power of prayer. Subsequently, she herself became very
active and successful in healing others of mental and physical ailments by drawing upon the same resources for inner well-being. In The Healing Gifts of the Spirit, she shares the simple, practicable ways of self-help she discovered,
and gives step-by-step advice on how to help others. She discusses not only her own cure but also the gift of healing in general and its growing recognition in the contemporary church. She devotes a chapter to the gift of miracles, and
another -- especially interesting -- to the gift of tongues. Her exploration of these topics is richly inspiring, offering readers one of the most detailed, informative discussions of the nature, dynamics, and potential rewards of these
unique manifestations of God's presence. At the same time, she demonstrates how anyone can draw upon this healing power for good in the world. As evidence of how these gifts can -- and do -- reveal themselves, the author cites
many examples from observation and personal encounters with the healing power of the Spirit.
The Gift of the Gab May 19 2021 We all know eloquence when we hear it. But what exactly is it? And how might we gain more of it for ourselves? This entertaining and, yes, eloquent book illuminates the power of language from a
linguistic point of view and provides fascinating insights into the way we use words. David Crystal, a world-renowned expert on the history and usage of the English language, probes the intricate workings of eloquence. His lively
analysis encompasses everyday situations (wedding speeches, business presentations, storytelling) as well as the oratory of great public gatherings. Crystal focuses on the here and now of eloquent speaking—from pitch, pace, and
prosody to jokes, appropriateness, and how to wield a microphone. He explains what is going on moment by moment and examines each facet of eloquence. He also investigates topics such as the way current technologies help or
hinder our verbal powers, the psychological effects of verbal excellence, and why certain places or peoples are thought to be more eloquent than others. In the core analysis of the book, Crystal offers an extended and close dissection
of Barack Obama’s electrifying “Yes we can” speech of 2008, in which the president demonstrated full mastery of virtually every element of eloquence—from the simple use of parallelism and an awareness of what not to say, to his
brilliant conclusion constructed around two powerful words: dreams and answers.
Nature's Gift of Food Nov 12 2020 Your food is your medicine and your medicine your food. So said Hippocrates, the father of medicine - but nothing could sum up Jan de Vries' approach to dietary management better. Over the past
35 years the number of people seeking his advice on food-related problems has increased dramatically, for although there are numerous books available on the subject, the information they contain is often contradictory and confusing not surprisingly, maybe, when there are over 4,000 addictives finding their way into our food everyday. But wholesome eating is, in fact, very simple and you only need the sensible guidance contained in this book. The results speak
for themselves. A balanced diet produces a noticeable increase in energy levels fairl quickly. Nutrition is a subject close to Jan de Vries' heart and his enthusiasm is evident in this latest book. Easy to read and easy to follow, it is a
dietary plan for every household.
The Gift of Acabar Jan 27 2022
The Gifts of the Jews Nov 05 2022 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The author of the runaway bestseller How the Irish Saved Civilization takes us on another "captivating...persuasive as well as entertaining" journey into history (The
New York Times), recreating a time when the actions of a small band of people had repercussions that are still felt today. The Gifts of the Jews reveals the critical change that made western civilization possible. Within the matrix of
ancient religions and philosophies, life was seen as part of an endless cycle of birth and death; time was like a wheel, spinning ceaselessly. Yet somehow, the ancient Jews began to see time differently. For them, time had a beginning
and an end; it was a narrative, whose triumphant conclusion would come in the future. From this insight came a new conception of men and women as individuals with unique destinies--a conception that would inform the Declaration
of Independence--and our hopeful belief in progress and the sense that tomorrow can be better than today. As Thomas Cahill narrates this momentous shift, he also explains the real significance of such Biblical figures as Abraham and
Sarah, Moses and the Pharaoh, Joshua, Isaiah, and Jeremiah. Full of compelling stories, insights and humor, The Gifts of the Jews is an irresistible exploration of history as fascinating and fun as How the Irish Saved Civilization.
The Glorious Gift of God's Grace Aug 10 2020 Heavenly Wisdom for Daily Living
Gift of the Nile Jan 03 2020 In ancient Egypt, the slave girl Mutemwia befriends the Pharaoh and becomes his trusted counsel, but her greatest desire is to be free.
The Gift of Prophetic Encouragement Aug 22 2021 Change the World around You through a Lifestyle of Encouragement From the beginning God has been communicating with mankind, just as he did when he talked with Adam
and Eve in the Garden. Yet far too many people believe that talking with God is extraordinary when, in fact, it should be an ordinary part of our Christian life. Jesus modeled this two-way conversation. He also embraced a lifestyle of
encouragement, changing the atmosphere and lives of people everywhere he went. We can do the same. Full of powerful testimonies and practical application, this book will help you break out of your comfort zone and embrace a
lifestyle of encouraging others--just as Jesus did. You will learn how to deepen your relationship with God, open a direct line of communication with him, and share his words with others.
The Abiding Gift of Prophecy Mar 17 2021 This volume deals with but one theme-THE ABIDING GIFT OF PROPHECY. That prophetic gift has been God's chosen method of revealing Himself to the human race after man had
been ruined through sin. Before being estranged from God by this blighting, alien curse, he had free and open access to the presence of his Creator. But after the fall this open way was closed. Since then, an obsuring veil has separated
man from the presence of God. - Author's Foreword. Introduction. 1. The patriarchal age. 2. The mosaic dispensation. 3. The apostolic period, 4. The Christian era. 5. The reminant hour
The Gift of a Happy Mother Feb 13 2021 A supportive guide that gives busy moms permission to care for themselves, from a popular parenting blogger with one million Facebook followers "Would you rather have a perfect mom, or
a happy one?" This is the question that popular parenting blogger Rebecca Eanes couldn't get out of her head. So she asked her school-age son, who didn't miss a beat in responding: "A happy one." Thus began a journey of reflection
and repair work, as Rebecca asked herself an even harder question: How can I rediscover everyday joy amid the chaos of schedules, homework, and housework--not to mention the guilt, comparisons, loneliness, fear, and overwhelm?
In other words, how can I become a happy mom again? In this relatable guide, Rebecca walks readers through the process of getting back to happy, for your own sake as well as your family's. Going beyond the usual advice about
finding balance, embracing gratitude, and not sweating the small stuff, her hard-won advice is written by a busy mom in the trenches. Topics include: * Letting go of perfection (or anything close to it) * Making peace with the past-including the pain of disappointment, loss, and the roads not taken * Tuning in to your own wants and needs--and tuning out the comparisons, "shoulds," and noise of social media * Finding magic in the mess * Choosing joy over fear
and worry * Creating healthy boundaries so that everyone in your life can thrive (including you!) Filled with fresh insights, simple strategies, and aha moments, this is that rare book you'll want to read, share, and return to for a booster
shot of confidence, connection, and joy.
The Gift of a Child Oct 31 2019
The Gift of Forgiveness Jun 07 2020 AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! “[The Gift of Forgiveness] will spark conversations across families, across friendships, at workplaces, everywhere.” –Maria Shriver A fresh,
inspiring book on learning how to forgive, with firsthand stories from those who have learned to let go of resentment and find peace. "When we learn to embrace forgiveness, it opens us up to healing, hope, and a new world of
possibility." --Katherine Schwarzenegger Pratt Written with grace and understanding and based on more than twenty in-depth interviews and stories as well as personal reflections from Schwarzenegger Pratt herself, The Gift of
Forgiveness is about one of the most difficult challenges in life--learning to forgive. Here, Katherine Schwarzenegger Pratt shows us what we can learn from those who have struggled with forgiveness, some still struggling, and others
who have been able to forgive what might seem truly unforgivable. The book features experiences from those well-known and unknown, including Elizabeth Smart, who learned to forgive her captors; Sue Klebold, whose son, Dylan,
was one of the Columbine shooters, learning empathy and how to forgive herself; Chris Williams, who forgave the drunken teenager who killed his wife and child; and of course Schwarzenegger Pratt's own challenges and path to

forgiveness in her own life. All provide different journeys to forgiveness and the process--sometimes slow and thorny, sometimes almost instantaneous--by which they learned to forgive and let go. The Gift of Forgiveness is a perfect
blend of personal insights, powerful quotations, and hard-won wisdom for those seeking a way to live with greater acceptance, grace, and peace. A PAMELA DORMAN BOOKS/VIKING LIFE TITLE
The Gifts and Ministries of the Holy Spirit Sep 30 2019 "Portrays the work of the Holy Spirit as the third person of the Godhead, describes the ninefold gifts of the Spirit, and explains why the Holy Spirit is relevant in the church
today"--Provided by publisher.
The Gift of Mission May 31 2022 In 2011 the Maryknoll Fathers & Brothers celebrated one hundred years of mission work in more than forty countries around the world. These essays describe the achievements, and failures, of the
past and the challenges and rewards that mission outreach experiences today in our world of pluralism, and it probes into the future of mission and the changing nature of that mission. Included among the many contributors are
Cardinal Francis George, Robert Schreiter, Peter Phan, Dana Robert, and Bishop Ricardo Ramirez. Complete texts of the plenaries by Maryknoll representatives and invited speakers are included and summaries are presented by
leaders of a number of break-out sessions. Among the latter are Barbara Reid, Daniel Groody, Ana Maria Pineda, and many others.
Politics of the Gift Mar 29 2022 Gerald Moore shows how the problematic of the gift drives and illuminates the last century of French philosophy. By tracing the creation of the gift as a concept, from its origins in philosophy and the
social sciences, right up to the present, Moore shows
The Gift of Presence Feb 02 2020 An indispensable guide for clergy and laity serving people in grief.
Gift from the Sea Sep 10 2020 A woman's reflections on life, its stages, and its states, comparing them with the natural treasures of life in the sea
The Smallest Gift of Christmas Jul 09 2020 A stocking-stuffer edition with a hangable picture-frame ornament inside! Roland can’t wait for Christmas Day, and when the morning finally arrives he races downstairs to see what is
waiting for him. What he sees stops him in his tracks. Could that tiny present really be what he had waited all year for? It has to be the smallest gift he has ever seen! So Roland wishes for something bigger . . . and bigger . . . and
bigger. But he’s still convinced there must be a bigger gift somewhere in the universe. Will he know it when he sees it? Peter H. Reynolds’s spare, free-spirited illustrations and heartwarming text make this be-careful-what-you-wishfor story the perfect holiday gift.
The Gift of Administration Dec 26 2021 In his First Letter to the Corinthians Paul cites “administrators” as one of God’s gifts to the Christian community (1 Cor 12:28). But many who serve in administrative service today have
difficulty seeing how their everyday work is an expression of discipleship. This book, written by an experienced administrator and noted biblical scholar, shows how the various functions of institutional administration are deeply
rooted in the Scriptures and are a genuine expression of our call to discipleship. Leadership, mission statements and planning, finances and fund raising, personnel issues, communications, and public relations—all of these seemingly
“secular” activities serve to build up the Body of Christ and deserve to be recognized as authentic Christian ministry. To see administrative service as a biblically rooted gift can help those involved in this way of life to find deeper and
more satisfying spiritual meaning in what they do.
The Gift of Gopal Aug 29 2019 In this third part of the Gopal trilogy, Gopal has grown up and is Krishna, ruler of Dvaraka. One of Gopal's childhood friends is encouraged by his wife to visit Krishna and ask him to alleviate their
poverty. Upon seeing Krishna, this friend is overwhelmed with joy and is completely content, forgetting his request. Later, Krishna manages to answer his friend's forgotten questions and desires, which Dvaraka later realizes were not
so important after all.
The Gift of Being Yourself Dec 14 2020 In the expanded edition of this profound exploration of Christian identity, David G. Benner illuminates the spirituality of self-discovery. He exposes the false selves that you may hide behind
and calls you to discover the true self that emerges from your uniqueness in Christ. Deepen your experience of God through discovering the gift of being yourself.
The Gift of Chaos Sep 22 2021
Het geschenk Feb 25 2022 Toonaangevend psycholoog Edith Eva Eger – bekend als de ballerina van Auschwitz – begeleidt lezers op een universele reis naar vrijheid en genezing. Wat er met ons gebeurt is uiteindelijk niet het
belangrijkst. Het gaat erom wat we ermee doen. We krijgen in ons leven allemaal te maken met lijden. We kennen allemaal verdriet, verlies, wanhoop, angst en mislukking. Maar we hebben ook allemaal een keuze als we te maken
krijgen met trauma of moeilijkheden. We kunnen opgeven of ervoor kiezen om elk moment als een geschenk te ervaren. Dr. Edith Eger, gevierd therapeut en Holocaustoverlever, heeft deze praktische gids geschreven om ons zachtjes
aan te moedigen de gedachten die ons gevangen houden en het destructieve gedrag dat ons belemmert te veranderen. Haar krachtige lessen vormen samen met de verhalen uit Egers’ eigen leven en die van haar cliënten Het geschenk.
In dit boek leer je om je slechtste momenten te zien als je beste leermeester, en vind je vrijheid door de kracht die erin zit.
The Gift of Kabbalah Nov 24 2021 Traces the evolution of Kabbalah in Judaism and sets forth its most important gift: a way of revealing the connection that exists between our everyday life and the spiritual oneness of the universe.
Het allermooiste cadeau Jul 01 2022 Het is een bijzondere dag. De kat Ming wil zijn beste vriend, hond Tibbe, een cadeau geven. Maar wat geef je iemand die alles al heeft? Prentenboek met kleine, expressieve zwart-wittekeningen
met rood als steunkleur. Vanaf ca. 5 jaar.
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